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Irish Patriots Fight Back as Ruling Class Imports
“Migrants”

AP Images

When the civil unrest against the
government-sponsored illegal-alien invasion
of Ireland will turn into nationwide mass
violence no one can say.

But such a day might be coming. 

One sign: Mass protests against the invasion
of Africans, Ukrainians, and other
“refugees,” some of them violent, more than
doubled in capital Dublin from 2022 through
2023.

Another: When a “migrant” stabbed three children in the city, riots and arson ensued.

A third: A young father walked off his construction job in Clonmel, County Tipperary. He was helping
build a “migrant” village for the invaders, whom the government is dropping into the Irish heartland
with the help of the Garda Síochána, the Irish police.

Whether other Irish patriots will quit jobs helping “migrants” establish a permanent beachhead, or
when the police will stop helping the government replace the Irish with “migrants,” again, no one can
say.

But news reports suggest that one thing is certain: The Irish are fed up. If the government doesn’t stop
the immigration invasion, civil war might well be ahead. And other countries in Europe, notably
Germany, might not be far behind. 

Indeed, recent elections demonstrate just how frustrated Europeans Continent-wide have become with
the “migrant” invasion. “Far-right” political parties, as the pro-replacement leftist media call them,
increased their representation in the European Union’s Parliament by 11 percent, while the far Left
took a major shellacking, losing 10 percent of their seats.

“Boiling Point”
Perhaps the most telling sign that Ireland has reached the “boiling point,” as a lengthy Fox News report
described the climate of angry unrest, was a riot in Dublin last November. An Algerian “migrant”
stabbed three children, one of whom was a five-year-old girl.

Irish patriots took to the streets, and some took things way too far. They set vehicles ablaze, including a
bus on which they left a message for the “migrants”: “OUT!”

The Garda arrested 34. Chief Drew Harris blamed a “complete lunatic hooligan faction driven by far-
right ideology,” the Irish News reported. Justice Minister Helen McEntee called the rioters “thugs” and
“criminals.”

The stabbing that provoked the fury was nothing new. It followed two high-profile “migrant” crimes in
2022, both stabbings.
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Slovak “migrant” Jozef Puska murdered a young, beautiful school teacher, Ashling Murphy, on a canal
path in Tullamore in central Ireland, about 63 miles west of Dublin. The thug stabbed her 11 times in
the neck, and a passing jogger who interrupted the attack testified he was trying to rape her. Iraqi
Yousef Palani murdered two homosexuals in Sligo, on Ireland’s northwest coast, after tracking them on
a “gay” dating website. He stabbed one 43 times and beheaded him; the other he stabbed 25 times.

Those crimes, which occurred because the Irish government planted “migrants” in once peaceful,
largely crime-free towns, explain the mass protests that began in 2022.

Citing Justin Kelly, assistant Garda commissioner for organized and serious crime, the Irish
Independent reported that protests in the capital city increased from 300 in 2022 to 617 in 2023 —
meaning Irishmen took to the streets more than once a day.

Protesters in such towns as Clonmel, about 117 miles southwest of Dublin, are raging through the
streets. In late May, they turned out en masse despite heavy rains.

Protesters there have also blocked the construction of homes for Ukrainian “migrants,” attacked
security guards protecting construction sites, and even set fire to the unwanted “housing for refugees.”

As noted above, a 19-year-old father quit his job at a construction site where a “migrant” shelter was
being built.

“Sam a young 19 year old Clonmel Father and man felt that the only way he had to feed his kids was to
work on a construction site that was working to build modular homes for unvetted men,” the GoFundMe
page for him said:

After speaking with the locals for a couple of days this young man decided that he was not
willing to be a part of building something that was not good for his town.

He decided he would rather put his people’s needs ahead of a quick wage.

So us Clonmel Community would like to help Sam while out of work & looking for a new job
would like to be able support him, like he supported his community.

He showed honour and he should be rewarded for this.

We look after our own.

Money raised for Sam: More than $11,800 in a matter of a day or so.

TheLiberal.ie X feed, which tracks the protests, reported on X that Irish security guards walked off their
job at a “migrant” center in Ballyogan in south Dublin, but “foreign security workers are drafted in to
work as security. This is the stuff of a revolution.”

Thirteen people have been charged with crimes for trying to stop that subversive facility, Gript.ie
reported.

A heart-rending video posted to X depicts what the Irish ruling class, and their Garda enforcers, think of
the Irish people. It depicts the cops pushing angry, terrified Irish men and women who are trying to
stop a “migrant” invasion of their village. 

“I understand that,” one cop said to the complaining villagers. “We have a job to do. We’ve gotta do our
[job].”
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“Well don’t do the wrong job,” a woman shouted back. “This is not your job. You’re supposed to protect
us, not put them in here.”

“This is our village,” a woman said through tears as the Garda pushed them aside to make way for the
legalized invaders. “We’re trying to protect our families.”

“My daughter can’t walk this road anymore!” another terrified woman said. “None of us can!”

The Irish are right to be concerned, particularly about African and other Third World migrant gangs
who are attacking Irish boys and girls.

Message from the Irish people: “Ireland is full.”

Tinderbox
Irishmen “who want immigration laws enforced and numbers reduced say they are being ignored by the
political establishment,” Fox News reported in May:

“Ireland is a tinderbox at the moment,” Irish journalist Fatima Gunning told Fox News
Digital. “At this point, I don’t think anything would surprise me.”

On Monday, thousands of protesters carrying Irish flags rallied in Dublin calling for an end
to mass migration and demanding that a new nationalist government take its place.

Chants of “get them out” in reference to the government, echoed throughout the nation’s
capital while others carried signs reading “Irish lives matter” and “under siege, invasion.”
Large banners reading “mass deportations” and “end the plantation” hung from a bridge. 

The protesters say they represent the silent majority of the electorate — around 75% based
on several polls — who say immigration is too high and that the country has taken in too
many refugees.

Not surprisingly, the Irish are furious at the pro-replacement leftist media, particularly the state
propaganda organ, RTÉ, which portrays justly angry patriots as angry haters.

“For the past two years, they’ve been calling people like that ‘racist’ or ‘far-right extremists,’” Gunning
told Fox News:

Politicians and the mainstream media, official Ireland, that strata of society say immigration
is just totally positive. There’s no negatives whatsoever and then anyone who even says
something like, Oh, “I do agree with immigration but I think there should be controls on the
numbers,” is a racist, that’s how it is.

Indeed, the Irish Independent’s report on the doubling of protests in Dublin said exactly that.

“The rise of the far right in Ireland is similar to other European countries,” the Garda’s Kelly told the
newspaper. He inadvertently suggested that the ruling class is increasingly terrified of what the “far
right” Irish might do if the government doesn’t stop the invasion.

“Here in Ireland we’ve had to considerably increase our protection around politicians,” Kelly told the
newspaper. “That takes a lot of our resourcing.”
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Campsite: So-called asylum seekers, most of whom are not seeking asylum but instead seeking jobs
and free stuff, build encampments that have become eyesores in Dublin. (AP Images)

So the anti-Irish Irish media differ little from the anti-American American media. The omnipresent
bogeyman is depicted as the “far right” or “racist xenophobes.” They, not the invaders, “threaten
democracy.”

Ireland has imported more than 104,000 Ukrainian “refugees” since that nation’s war with Russia
began, Fox reported in its immigration takeout. That’s two percent of Ireland’s population of 5.12
million.

And, adding insult to injury, every “Ukrainian refugee has been provided with free accommodation, free
health care and, until recently, was being paid a weekly wage of around $235.”

Continued Fox:

Another 30,000 non-Ukrainian refugees are currently being housed by the Irish government
with taxpayers churning out more than €1 billion [about $1.1 billion] in the first nine months
of 2023 accommodating migrants, according to government data. Meanwhile, the country’s
debt is among the highest in the world per capita, standing at €223 billion [about $242
billion] in 2023.

Accommodations, including modular homes, have been built for migrants but very little, if
anything, they say, is being done for the homeless population, which hit an all-time record
last month. Planning rules to build some of these homes have been ignored in order to get
the refugees housed at rapid speed. 

“There’s a really palpable feeling that these non-national people are being prioritized over
Irish people, which they are,” Gunning says. “I mean, it’s not even a matter of opinion that
they are. There are Irish people who cannot get medical cards (health benefits) for whatever
reason. These people are all given medical cards regardless of need and that’s obviously a
priority [of government].”

The Irish are also drowning in a deluge of Africans and Southwest Asians.
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Some 2,000 Nigerians have landed in Ireland so far in 2024, Fox reported, with other “migrants”
coming from “Algeria, Somalia, Bangladesh, Pakistan, Afghanistan and Zimbabwe,” none of which
“share customs or traditions with Ireland.”

As with most “asylum seekers,” they are mostly men and mostly unvetted, Irish patriots complain. Irish
officials have no idea who they are or what crimes they might have committed in the Third World
hellholes whence they came.

The lengthy Fox report also cited Gunning’s account of a police crackdown on peacefully protesting
locals in Newtownmountkennedy, 32 miles due south of Dublin on the Irish Sea coast. They were trying
to stop the conversion of a “shuttered care facility into a shelter for 160 male migrants.”

The government pulled a classic bait-and-switch on the Newtownmountkennedyians. It told them the
facility would be turned into a community center, but instead handed it over to unvetted foreign men.

The protests were of no avail.

Nor does the leftist government much care whether the “migrants” obey the law, Fox continued:

For instance, McEntee recently revealed that of the nearly 7,300 people refused refugee
status in Ireland since the beginning of 2023, less than 100 have been deported. She also
said that more than 90% of people seeking asylum in the country are now crossing the land
border with Northern Ireland amid the UK’s clampdown on ineligible refugees via its
Rwanda policy.

Who are these people flowing into the country and where are these people now, critics ask?

According to the government’s figures, 85% of people who applied for international
protection at Dublin Airport in 2023 arrived without identity documents or with false
identity documents, which is illegal, yet very few were even prosecuted. 

But the Irish government has long argued that it is bound by “international obligations” to
accommodate those who arrive claiming asylum, while critics say the same level of urgency
is not given to Irish people who are homeless. 

One Culprit Responsible for the Invasion: England
Amusingly, despite blaming the “far right” for the protests and intermittent violence, McEntee can’t
define what “far right” means.

“The Irish establishment has blamed the protests on two culprits,” the Federation for American
Immigration Reform (FAIR) explained in a May 1 article. “The first is the omnipresent bogeyman of the
‘far right.’”

But when asked what that meant, McEntee was stumped, and “rather sheepishly said ‘I’m not sure
there is a definition.’” 

“This has not stopped claims that the far-right are behind the protests, when in fact it appears to be
wholly a product of local people and their concerns being ignored and physically suppressed by their
own government,” the FAIR report continued.
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The second culprit is England, which does not immediately deport the “asylum seekers” who arrive
there daily. England planned to resettle the “migrants” in Rwanda, so many of them made for Ireland,
FAIR explained:

The deal that saw Britain leave the European Union (EU) included an agreement that the
border between Britain and Ireland would remain “soft” i.e., not subject to physical barriers
or routine checks. Needless to say, this has been a gift to migrants.

A report from the BBC shows that 91 percent of applications for asylum in Ireland in 2024
were made at the International Protection Office in Dublin city center, and not at an airport
or ferry port. This would strongly suggest the migrants arrived by land i.e., from the UK-
Ireland border in Northern Ireland, Ireland’s only land border. Dublin is creaking under the
strain of trying to provide for migrants, with large tent cities full of migrant men springing
up across the historic city. As in America, city shelters and housing services were never
designed to deal with tidal wave levels of unending mass migration. What cities like Denver,
Chicago and New York are experiencing has now come to Dublin.

More than 10,000 foreigners annually have applied for asylum in Ireland in recent years, FAIR
explained, although the claims are mostly phony and “solely a way of obtaining residency in Europe (a
situation mirroring that of the U.S.). The high rates of rejection, sometimes exceeding 90 percent for
some nationalities like Algerians, confirm that most of these asylum claims are bogus.”

On top of the “asylum seeker” invasion, Ireland has another problem: It can’t deport them back to
England. Amusingly enough, “the High Court in Dublin declared that the UK was not a ‘safe country’ for
asylum seekers to be deported due to its Rwanda policy,” FAIR explained:

Furthermore, Britain had stated it will not take them back, or at very least not until France
agrees to accept the deportation of asylum seekers from Britain to France. The three
European countries are now in a game of hot potato with asylum seekers. If Ireland did
deport migrants to Britain, and Britain sent them to France, those migrants could just try to
break in again, as some have already threatened to do.

Stabbing in Germany, “Far-right” Victim
The Irish, of course, are not alone. Another victim of the globalist Great Replacement is Germany.

Nothing seems to have changed there since the nationwide “migrant” rape rampage on New Year’s Eve
2015-2016. That awful night, Arabs and North Africans swept through more than a dozen German cities
to rape and/or sexually assault more than 1,200 women, a sexual terror campaign Germany hadn’t seen
since the Red Army invaded in 1945 and raped “every German female from 8 to 80.”

No matter what crimes the angry “migrants” commit, German authorities are complacent. 

In June, viral video showed Sulaiman Ataee, a 25-year-old Afghan refugee who had lived in Germany for
a decade, rush into a Pax Europa (PE) rally in Mannheim and stab six people, including PE leader
Michael Stürzenberger and a cop who later died. Naturally, the leftist media called Stürzenberger a
“far-right activist” and “anti-Islam agitator.” The rally was a “far-right” event that “antagonized” Ataee.
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As commentator Paul Joseph Watson said, those terms suggest that Stürzenberger had it coming.
Maybe the murdered 29-year-old cop had it coming, too.

Our land first: As in Ireland, “far right” is the term the leftist German media use to describe patriots
who oppose the mass importation of unassimilable “migrants.” (AP Images)

Yet German Interior Minister Nancy Faeser seems to understand what Germany faces from the millions
of “refugees” and “migrants” that former Chancellor Angela Merkel, a “former” East German
communist, imported during her abysmal reign. “If the investigation shows an Islamist motive, that
would be another confirmation of the great danger from Islamist acts of violence that we have warned
of,” she said.

Then again, as The Associated Press noted, “Thomas Strobl, Faeser’s regional counterpart in Baden-
Wuerttemberg, where Mannheim is located, said that ‘we can’t say anything yet about the perpetrator’s
motive.’” In fact, “we” won’t “say anything yet about the perpetrator’s motive,” which is clear to anyone
who knows anything about the growing Afghan problem in Germany. Ataee, again, had been in the
country for 10 years. Yet he had still not learned that one aspect of life in the West is hearing offensive
speech and not rampaging through the town square with a butcher knife, looking for a throat to slash.

Of course, the government does what it can to protect “migrants” and “refugees” from hearing speech
they don’t like. As The New American website reported in May, Marie-Thérèse Kaiser, an Alternative for
Germany party leader from Rotenberg, was fined $6,500 for reporting government data that show
Afghans are prone to rape.

“The charge was based on a post that Kaiser had spread on her social media accounts in August 2021,”
Junge Freiheit reported in an account republished at The European Conservative:

In it, she wrote: “Afghanistan refugees; Hamburg SPD mayor for ‘unbureaucratic’
acceptance; Welcoming culture for gang rape?”

Among other things, the politician linked to an article showing that Afghans in Germany are
particularly heavily involved in gang rape.

When Hamburg’s first mayor, Social Democrat Peter Tschentscher, decided to import 200 Afghan
“workers” to the once-great city — which British and American bombers blew to smithereens in 1943
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during World War II — Kaiser “warned of rapes by ‘culturally alien masses.’”

“The mere mention of numbers, data, and facts is to be declared a criminal offense simply because the
establishment refuses to accept reality,” Kaiser said. “I won’t let myself be silenced.”

German authorities certainly know the truth, particularly given that Kaiser, again, pointed to
government data.

Afghans have been a major threat to European women since they began arriving. As The New American
reported in 2021, when President Joe Biden began importing Afghan refugees to the United States one
planeload after another, The National Interest explained the problem in Austria.

In 2017, Cheryl Benard detailed the “vicious, no-preamble attacks on random girls and women, often
committed by gangs or packs of young men.” The gang rapists were almost exclusively Afghans.

Afghans committed “sex crimes to a much greater extent than other refugees,” she wrote, including
“the brutal gang rape of a fifteen-year-old girl, snatched from the street on her way home, dragged
away and serially abused by Afghan refugees.”

“And that was just one in a string of outrage-inducing occurrences, all of them going to the account of
Afghans,” Benard continued. “Type two words into Google — Afghane and Vergewaltigung — and a
cornucopia of appalling incidents unfolds before you.”

At the time, Afghans committed half the sexual assaults in Austria, and the story was much the same
elsewhere, Benard wrote. In Sweden, Afghans kidnapped and gang-raped a boy.

The Afghans “are motivated by a deep and abiding contempt for Western civilization,” she wrote, citing
an Afghan friend and court translator. “Europeans are the enemy, and their women are legitimate
spoils.”

Afghan sexual jihad aside, just after Kaiser was fined came more bad news about the “cultural
enrichers” who have invaded the land of Goethe and Schiller and Bach and Beethoven.

Migrant criminals, some in gangs, control trains in the state of Thuringia. Citing a report in Focus
Online, Remix news detailed an interview with Steffi Recknagel, head of the Railway and Transport
Union. “I have an average of three employees sitting in my Erfurt office every week for legal advice.
They were attacked, spat on, insulted, threatened or pushed,” Recknagel said.

Continued Remix:

The female union boss shared information describing the everyday crime train attendants
and train drivers face, including verbal and physical violence, and even knife crime.
However, she said constant verbal harassment is also taking its toll.

“The worst case was that a train attendant was threatened with a knife,” said Recknagel,
while another was physically attacked from behind and “the air was knocked out of her.”

In other cases, female train workers were “slapped,” “kicked,” had their clothing pulled, and
were “treated aggressively.” In some cases, the perpetrators told these female workers they
were not allowed to speak because they are women.

The “migrants” on one stretch of track always travel in gangs. Some employees won’t even check
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tickets for fear of an assault by the crazed “migrants.” Instead, Recknagel explained, they lock
themselves inside a cabin and wait for the gangs to depart. “Our people are afraid, very afraid.” 

That fear is likely responsible for the “rise of the far right” across Europe, apropos of June’s elections to
the European Parliament.

The hard-right Identity and Democracy coalition party, which includes members of France’s National
Rally and Germany’s AfD, increased its number of seats from 49 to 58, an 18-percent increase. The
other main conservative party increased from 69 to 73, or 5.7 percent. Combined gain: 11 percent.

Meanwhile, the far-left Green Party dropped from 71 to 53 seats — 25 percent. Combined with Left and
Socialist and Democrats, the far Left, again, lost about 10 percent. The more moderate Renew Party lost
22 percent: 104 down to 79.

Of course, election stories fretted about the “far right.” The far-left Associated Press noted that Italian
Prime Minister Giorgia Meloni’s Brothers of Italy party, part of the Identity and Democracy coalition,
has “neo-fascist roots.” 

But those who make such judgments aren’t likely on the front lines of an invasion that threatens to
destroy every village and town in their country. They aren’t likely forced to live in terror next to a
“migrant” center. And they aren’t likely wondering whether their daughters can walk the streets
without being stabbed 11 times.

It is safe to say that Irish, German, and French mothers are more worried about that than being labeled
“neo-fascist.”

The Irish are “afraid, very afraid,” too. Unlike the Germans, however, Irish patriots are fighting back.
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